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firmly conducted under the white portal crowned by the
bas-relief of the Rape of Europa into that grey vista of
descent towards the South that is never far from my thoughts.
In the dimnesses of a torpedo-grey, iron-built Swiss train we
debate on whether, in the Septentrional weather, we shall
get off at Grenoble and for eleven francs eat hot pdte de
Ittvre with crayfish-tail sauce and gratine dauphinois, or
whether, courage failing before the chilly night, we shall go
down the gradually broadening, misty valley of the Rhone
to where, on the morrow, we may with some confidence
expect to bask in the suns of Avignon beneath the towers
of the Castle of the Popes. . * . The hotel-keepers of Gren-
oble are relatively archaic, and thus nearer the traditions
of the Golden Age. They are kindly, considerate, and as
ungrasping as it is possible for hotel-keepers to be. The
hotel-keepers of the city of the Popes are as up-to-date
as they make them. Having all been trained in the lesser
caravanserais of Manhattan they are skilled in the prepara-
tion of the more nauseous breakfast cereals. They show
neither wonder nor consideration, nor yet any faint pretence
of hospitality to the transatlantic tourist, however amiable
or patient. * . . So that one should visit Avignon as often
as one can, but never sleep there. But one always does sleep
there in the hope of waking in the morning sunlight which
there has a quality of newness and gaiety unknown in any
other city. . . ,
I am aware that that paragraph has grown a little inco-
herent. . . * That is done on purpose to indicate that
whilst we discussed those alternatives and descended in the
misty moonlight, under the high crags and past the ghost
of Lac Bourget, and down the Alpine valleys with their
chalet-suggesting architectures and continuous uplifting
of dark poplar-spires, and past, eventually, Grenoble, so
that in the end, towards midnight, we reached Avignon
and ate a really horrible assiette anglaise that might have
been concocted by the foremost hotel of either Broadway
or the Strand, and slept in horribly exiguous rooms, for which
we paid two-and-a-half times what they were worth- And
in the morning we got drenched to the skin in going the few

